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Jennifer K. Sweeney
from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
2
One winter-into-spring, I lived on a farm
with adults who had Down syndrome.
Every day we gathered eggs
from the coop and slagging down
the hillside it was where are we going?
and every day I answered eggs.
Smooth as china, some were speckled
with blood, double-yolked
or cracked open on hay beds.
I held the cool weight
up to the light
this is an egg
tiny clock of its own making, the shape
of wonder serious on our faces.
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
3
Loyal to the nest above all, a pair
of storks will fly back to Poland
from Africa every year as they have
to antique nests hundreds of years old
nine feet deep and six wide.
They may or may not deliver
your baby or protect the house
from fire but they will, unlike so much
in this life, return. To ease
abandonment, go back to the motherland, place a wagon wheel on your ancestor’s
rooftop or weave a platform of vine.
Leave branches and rags across the grass,
their steel shadows will bear your arrival.
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
5
Adrift for a summer in a monastery
I spent evenings with a Ukranian woman
who taught me how to paint eggs.
One technique was to tap a hole at the base,
let yolk, white, drain out.
She felt this was disrespectful
so we traced wax flowers with small knives,
each canvas on the cusp of shattering.
You cannot clasp it for even an instant.
Your concentration must be sweet.
We dipped them in pools of lapis and teal,
confessed darknesses without judgment.
Months later when the inside dried
the egg rattled like a new language.
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
6
Mound, scrape, pendant, a woman too
fashioned one spring a chair using only what
she found in her yard, a solitary place to sit
or simply pronounce sitting among the walnut trees.
As she worked lilac branch into catalpa, scrub into pine
a wren built its own cup from her scraps,
lichen, horsebark, strands of silver loosened at dusk.
Both worked in this way, one humming the other’s
dumb song until they were finished
(did the bird too recognize a crisp moment of completion?)
and then sat above and below in that speckled wood
neither knowing of the other, the same blind way
water bloats the seed into sprout and our bodies work
or do not, the way all action comes from
unknowing and flows back into it
as source.
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
7
(say we’re struck
some low nightgoing song
the body carries since birth
or beyond, maybe egg is the first
thought, offspring like a mute call
backward into no river
(See. See again the way darkness
is a net through which light falls.)
What zero gathers forward
What loose chaff binds
the fallen milk of memory
whether we will it or not
we basket we nest a sea
of unspeakable futures)
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
8
In Oklahoma dawn, the boy
Everett lifted on tiptoe
to collect eggs from the upper shelves
of the chicken house, his palm
reaching beyond sight
for the familiar curvature
still warm in the downy straw
but one morning he grazed
instead a sleeping rattle
snake who lay in the coiled
nest of its body. To think egg
and receive snake, what newly
emptied matter, what rough field
would steal a father from the wheat?
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
10
When gifted an ostrich egg
I was told I could stand on it.
There was a dime-shaped hole
at the wide end where
it had been emptied
of its thick gloss. I palmed
the mottled shell
more like blown bone
and sighed into its walls.
An oceanic sound answered
in return and what is a flute
but an accident
of wind singing through
the hollows of the earth?
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
11
The children do not believe
the egg is strong
having cracked them into batter bowls,
so I mold four clay-stands,
place four eggs upright.
Comrades, do not fail me.
Ana sets our red dictionary on top.
A coffee table, festive and secure.
They add a second, third
and the eggs hold like soldiers.
When our stack reaches nine,
the tower leans and they decry—
who can bear the breakage—
and something in them bows.
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
12
Strange they also fare as weaponry,
rotten eggs stored months in advance
or blood-eggs, fertilized without incubus.
Dozens stashed in backpacks
boys sneak out of windows
to mark the house of outcast or bully,
hurl into flight the maraca shake
of breaking, houses crusted with the hard
shine of yolk and glue in dawn’s
slatted light. Or one small town’s
yearly fight as rogue resolution—
is it life they are celebrating or death—
on a three-count of flung-hatching,
the air tossed with a year of grievances.
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from STILL LIFE WITH EGG
13
Every nest a choice among the vulnerable:
telephone pole, church spire
awning of the New York Stock Exchange.
Who are we to discern function from beauty:
leaf-rot curved inside the bright O
of a McDonalds’ sign or perched
along the door jamb of the abandoned
concentration camp, starlings
wet among the ash. Consider
the loon who anchors a floating
nest over salt-waves, each egg
its own sea-above-the-sea
tossing while the moon waxes,
to break black into that thrust body.
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Charlotte O’Brien
Evening in the City
Golden rim of light
strung across a gateway
headlights lined up
along the bridge
taillights receding,
a murmur
of orange and red.
Look down:
This city glows,
its heart beating beneath a heavy shroud.
In this city
are the things you can’t hold
like fire and fog.

Evening in the City, acrylic on canvas, 32” x 16” x 3/4”
Ariel L. Gold
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Sunset in San Francisco
Layers of fire,
layers of fog,
layers of rust.
Summer,
Delores Park.
Alone on a hillside
in a city of strangers
we sat in the sunlight’s last rays
daylight scraping our shoulders,
downtown glinting wildly,
the Victorians fading.
We saw ourselves:
collective,
reflected in each other,
we were somewhere,
we belonged to something,
we called it home.

Sunset in San Francisco, acrylic on canvas, 32” x 16” x 3/4”,
Ariel
L. Gold
Sunset
in San Francisco, acrylic on canvas, 32" x 16" x 3/

Ariel L. Gold
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Heart of the Bay
Looking down:
a satellite view.
A bridge entrenched in fog.
Thick ropes of cable anchor it down.
Thick ropes of cable suspended from air.
Fog shrouds the turrets.
Fog wraps its feet.
Look down
at a city the color of fog.
The color of gold.
The color of rust.
Look down.
This city breathes fire.

Heart of the Bay, acrylic on canvas, 62" x 62" x 1 1/2", Ariel L. Gold
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John Morrison
Dove
We were away before morning,
before birdsong. We were coffee
and quiet voice, a bite
of apple. We were three
brothers and I mean by blood
and nothing sentimental,
three by chance born
to Margaret and John
with shotguns in the thin
leaf-laced light and long
shadows of an almond orchard,
our boots on the cool, turned soil
waiting for the flock we knew
would pass over on the flight
to dawn water. Three
who watched and whispered
about girls’ hair, arrowheads,
a shed rattler’s skin, and listened
for wings and when a single
dove flew above us and we
in three blasts scattered shot
along the bird’s line, the flutter
fell over the stand of willow
to the irrigation ditch. Then
I the youngest, sent to paddle
after the kill, slid naked, goose-fleshed
into the sting of bright water.
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Ryan Tullis
When Even the Urgency
“When I eat, I eat; when I sleep, I sleep.” - Zen Buddhist saying
My grandmother, stepping off the freshly hosed front porch,
said she has grown to feel separate from this world. And maybe
she does seem more transient as I back out from the driveway:
almost entirely blind now, hunched down on a kneeling mat;
she tends the garden, thumbs the tens of open colorful mouths
on the snapdragons, and plucks—with the least force possible—
Lamb’s-Quarter from the huddled Hen-and-biddies.
The slowness of her movements, this is intention and meaning,
nothing wasted by the rising heat of youth. Even then, in a year
or five years, the most simmered and reduced motion will be too much.
But imagine our surprise when every Sunday she’ll be seated
on the front porch, already fading like the periwinkle veins
and grinning like Buddha. Even the urgency has gone, she’ll say.
And though this news will terrify us more, the afternoon will be cool
and clear to a band of Canadian geese trumpeting their pilgrimage South.
When they finally do land for her, they’ll leave the copper smell of hose water
splashed across the ground—an offering.
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Alison Eastley
Letter 505 Trying Not To Think a Mood
Surrounded by a wall worn smooth
when once it used to be a memory or three.
They all come back
and I hear them from the blue-green
crest near the mountain
where you live there is water and water
is a mystery I’m scared
I might find what is holy, what is sacred
and then, I’ll start to believe
in more than red earth and daisy chains.
I’m sure I heard you say
Stay. When I woke you watched
as I walked after I said goodbye to the night
after the morning I felt
all of you and then, of course, you start
talking about your wife.
It doesn’t matter she left ages
ago. There was always your need for blame.
These days, you tell me you have changed.
No flood could light
another broken prediction you threw
me off like a souvenir.
I will never send this postcard.
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Ralph Pennel
Watching The Sandhill Migrations, First light Easter Morning, In
Nebraska’s Platte River Valley
Together in a fluttering cloud against muted winds tripping over bright red crested heads
over this narrow stretch of river where the earth is still young still littered with still-water
basins
where spiders build their webs
under every broken grass
where no lights shine at night
even under the brightest moon
they lift
follow the nod of a single beak or unfolding wing
long legs trailing behind
calls loud
as jet engines
reflecting off the water below still ringed with waves
whose every
center’s filled
with my very first glimpse of heaven
even though I’m sure it isn’t true
but something must be said
before this moment passes
which is
at every moment’s center
of our lives
for now.
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Peycho Kanev
Psalm
The Universe with all of its atomic tidiness is a bit
incomprehensible. Metaphysics too. But I like physics
more than the physicists. The world is full of geniuses
and some others. The world is strange, like a movie shot in
Technicolor, but there is too much red in it. Imagine
the Crusades, imagine the Inquisition, imagine all of it
until now. What if, like the fiction writers like to say,
time starts to flow in the other direction? Imagine Galileo
working with hexa-core processor, Henry VIII on Viagra,
Einstein sweating in a Chinese fireworks factory. That’s why
I keep myself close to the agnosticism. This world
was screwed up before time was time, even before emptiness
gave any hints of vacuum. That’s why I like the simple
things. For example, in a gas station in Arizona, in some
foreign language the American Indian at the counter tried
to explain to me how to pay for the gasoline. I asked him
in perfect Bulgarian whether he had read about the life of
Ambroise Vollard. At the end we understood each other
perfectly well in universal slang, and I continued west. Like
I said, I like the simple things. Now, I think about the grass
outside. About each leaf thirsty for a few drops
of water in this dried world, painted in blood. I think of
the world as an accordion, but I don’t know how to dance
tarantella or polka. I think about all this pain for which there
is no vaccine. I have been in Silver City, New Mexico.
The city still scratches the memories of a gold rush. I’ve been
in the ghettos of New York. That’s why I say that if we didn’t
die we wouldn’t care about the time. That’s why I love
words. Everything is simple with words. But is there
anything worse than a creature who lives only to write poetry?
Where are Ovid, Boileau, Dante? Is it still alive, Gilgamesh’s
aspiration to achieve immortality? Listen, we live and
die. Listen, into the light of this cigarette you can find more life
than the whole universe. That is enough.
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Mudstock, photo by Peter Bohler
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Boyd Benson
A Short History of Weather

This morning, clouds slide across a gray sky, which will not lighten with sunrise. Rather, the weather
presses in, upon Puget Sound. Shrinking the visible world to gray tones — low clouds, wind and rain. Something
tells me if one could see clearly across the street, life would be okay. It is the type of weather that makes dogs
balk at the doorway, gaze up and backward with large eyes. That makes upright citizens question their oaths and
loyalties. The wetdream of the potentially suicidal.
A cup of coffee helps.
I grew up in this weather — the bilge and spill of it. Eventually, when the wind stills, long strings of Canadian Geese will fly in V formation, overhead and southward. Likewise, in retrospect, at 22, I flew away (though,
without wings) as quickly as I could. For 30 years I lived on the east side of Washington. My skin weathered,
my neck reddened, as I grew accustomed to sunlight, blue skies and 90 degree summers that evaporated the hills
to dust. Now, like some dumbfounded MacArthur, I have returned.
Now, I grow mold and shiver. It is fall. And I am a mushroom.
Even the squirrel I’ve befriended and fed for the last year seems miserable when wet. She clambers up on
the porch railing and gazes in the window. Her gray fur has matted down around her round, peanut-fed body. I
wanted to name her something smart, last autumn, but have only come up with Hey You.
It has taken a year-and-a-half for me to acclimate, to accept this lot in life — to reinvigorate my smile
lines. Now, at night, I am reminded by rain of elemental things. The tap of it on rooftops and windows. Of fire
and even wood stoves, of senseless, unending Monopoly games. Of good books, of lousy books, and of all silly
sentimentality aside, mugs of hot chocolate.
In Wisconsin, my grandfather Richard K. Werner used to sit on the dock, above the lake shore, and watch
tornados darken the opposite end of Round Lake.
Tornados blurring, and pushing and pulling the sky.
Lightning storms, too. A child of weather, Granddaddy moved to Washington in his seventies, and with
a steadfast determination known to bomber pilots and chess masters he learned to watch drizzle. I became a
weather watcher, too. I recall sitting on our roof as a kid, watching lightning break directly overhead and send an
electric shiver down my backbone. Looking out the window one day, I saw another bolt strike a tree across the
street, which momentarily flared and then smoked upward, in the rain.
Some in the family would say that Granddaddy would amount to nothing. My good friend Adrian says that
this is generally a wife’s job, to point this out — and that her family is full of men who came to no good.
“No Goods,” her aunt calls them.
It’s true — Granddaddy did not take the world by storm. But he knew storms. He saw what storms could
do to men’s lives. He spent plenty of time picking up the debris and re-righting fences. Instead, Granddaddy
taught me the importance of a good lie — especially to family and womenfolk (who would make such pronouncements). As a small boy, I recall sitting on his lap. My job was to guess which shirt pocket contained maple syrup
and which contained ice cream. I always got this wrong.
It took me thirty years to figure out that those lies were actually truths. Truths I’m still trying to figure out.
Not surprisingly, the history of the word “weather” — its various meanings as it morphs through centuries,
from one language to the next — has nothing to do with sunshine. No, it’s only weather when it blows, when it
rains or snows. The rest is a breeze. In its verb form, to weather basically means we survive. We weather. Even
under the weather. We who spend lives on the move eventually, under some sky, will become weathered in — and
often times, will make heavy weather of this.

In my thirties, I learned to talk of the weather with care, a daily topic of conversation, and to only complain
about a single season — as opposed to complaining about all forms of weather. Nothing is worse than standing in
the rain, listening to some schmuck complain about it who will also complain of the heat in summer. In a similar
light, concerning language and heat, this morning in Gaza it is raining missiles, according to the news. This is the
phrase the president uses at his first press conference, and likewise most news agencies will use it. Although the
Gazan streets do remain empty, and people do glance at the sky, this is not rain.
For a moment, I recall the yellow rain slickers and rubber galoshes hidden in a grade-school closet, long
ago, a puddle forming beneath them. Here, beginning in Mrs. Mustell’s kindergarten class, we were taught “Duck
and Cover” maneuvers from Bert the Turtle, an animated character who survived nuclear devastation through
ducking into his turtle shell. (A few years later, we would likewise learn sex from a banana.) Every other month,
our class would run through duck-and-cover drills. On command, we would flop to the floor, beneath our desks,
and cover ourselves. (Like 25 little opossums faking our own deaths in Keds tennis shoes, but without the gnarly
teeth.) I really can’t recall if this made us feel safe or not. But I did learn something. And I’m certain this lesson
eventually sold many Prozac prescriptions (to my fellow duck and coverers) later in life.
The sky just grew grayer.
I never wore those yellow rain slickers and rubber galoshes, though. Instead, I stayed beneath a heavy
coat, in jeans, tennis shoes and a white tee-shirt, soaked to the bone. I stayed beneath the rain. My daily paths
crisscrossing Everett without pattern. Instead, I played in mud puddles. I saw how oil and gasoline swirled,
galaxy-like, with ambiguity and meaning — as rain, drop by drop, plunked each puddle upward.
Now, damp socks make me miserable. And I seldom see those yellow rain slickers anymore. But it remains a sort of dark magic — how rain awakens things, other days, for instance, and other lives. How the sound
of it deepens the night.
There is a lesson in rain I will never understand.
It is, at once, the source of green, growing things and also the carrier of sorrow, if not suicide — none of
this within my control.
Many of my friends take to vigorous yoga routines during the rainy season. Some to heavy drinking. Some
just disappear until spring. I hate making plans. I might just do all three and see what happens. On the other
hand, I just might duck and cover. Through fifty-some-odd years of practiced anxiety, I’ve grown good at this.
I will be the guy by the avocados, huddled on the floor at the local supermarket.
But this is only Saturday morning. A gray sky pulls the wind and rain behind it, and pushes them in front.
By midafternoon, I will be full of coffee. The forecast calls for four more days of this.
Maybe five.

From Woodstock Poland, photo by Peter Bohler
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More Like Listening:
an Interview with
Jennifer K. Sweeney
Jennifer K. Sweeney’s second poetry collection, How to Live on Bread and Music, received the
James Laughlin Award from the Academy of America Poets, the Perugia Press Prize and was later nominated
for the Poets’ Prize. Her first book, Salt Memory, won the Main Street Rag Poetry Award. She is the recipient
of a Pushcart Prize, the Elinor Benedict Poetry Award from Passages North and two Dorothy Sargent Rosenberg awards. Her poems have been translated into Turkish and published widely in literary journals including
American Poetry Review and Poetry Daily. She lives in Redlands, CA with her husband, poet Chad Sweeney and
their son, Liam.
LH: Why, do you think, are we compelled to tell personal stories through poems? Why must we give music and
imagery and metaphor to some of our life’s most solemn happenings? Does the more factual, linear, nonfiction way
of telling what happened fall short? I think of your two-part poem entitled “Adolescence” in How to Live on Bread
and Music that begins, “In the scoliosis clinic, I waited in a room of skeletons/ while men reshaped the architecture
of my sister….”
JKS: This is a great question, Lauren. Two qualities specific to poetry come to mind here. One is the poem’s elastic
ability to compress story, speeding up the frames of event so that otherwise linear moments are embedded upon
each other, and the other is the gaps and leaps available to poetry. In “Adolescence,” both qualities work together to
give the story of adolescence a very different outcome than prose would. This poem has two sections; the first is an
impression of adolescence from before I entered it observing my older sister, and the second, an impression after
I went through it, now a junior high teacher. The gaping hole in the poem is my own adolescence which occurs
in the space between the two events and its silence is its own kind of story, the way one cannot really self-witness
during that time, how it blurs and consumes, you submerge and begin to reawaken. The relationship of what is
included and what is left out is relevant to fiction as well but the effect is heightened in poetry’s state of compression. I also think that narrative poetry is sometimes misunderstood as merely telling a story in linear terms when
truthfully, real experience does not unfold neatly the way a narrative poem can, but rather it is a mess of experience, emotion, memory, association. The pleasure, the satisfaction of the narrative poem is to change that, to revise
time and its relationship to experience and recapture the mess of any experience with a clearer, more whole sense
of how it came to be, and in that way, it is the moment twice-lived. To me, the narrative embodies the art of selection, the art of understanding, of integration. The narrative is not the experience itself but its own clean object. I
don’t always want to do this in poetry, but sometimes I really do.
LH: Your poem, “The Listeners,” is in twenty-five parts or sections. How does the unfolding of “experience, emotion, memory, and association” change in a poem when it is arranged in sections of varying lines and forms? What
added freedoms does this arrangement allow the speaker?
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JKS: This piece is the perfect example of the glacial way a poem sometimes needs a lot of patience and space to
fully manifest itself. The poem took me about seven years to write. It began as the kind of narrative I described
earlier yet the result was not matching the emotion and broad sense of experience I felt inside. I had a satisfying
progression but the connective tissue was binding the scope of the poem to too fixed an outcome when I wanted
no singular outcome. Fragment allows for a different kind of circumference with subject, and I needed to circle
the forces behind the poem over and over to really get inside. The initial motivation for the poem was in wanting
to write about the connection I have with my father through music. As I worked with the material more though,
putting it away, picking it up again and again, I began to let it to move through time as the daughter grew up and
learned some of the hard truths of the world. Only when I allowed this poem to disintegrate into fragments, it
then started to get larger, find its freedom. The gaps and leaps between associations allowed a broader timeline
for the poem, and a more inclusive sweep of experience was let in. I felt then as if I could perpetually be in a state
of writing this poem. There are italicized lines throughout which are song lyrics from my father’s favorite songs
passed down to me each year through his annual “favorites” compilation and these serve as a kind of dialogue.
There is the obsolescence of the record album and also music as a version of time in and of itself. In the end, the
poem does explore the intimacy of the father-daughter relationship through music, but I think the whole of it has
more to do with time, cycles and art.
LH: One of my favorite poems in the book is “The Arcata and Mad River Railroad.” I lived in Arcata for two
years and wrote extensively about the area, about the objects that seemed to be born of the mud. In your poem is
this wonderful list that I can relate to so completely: “array of coins/ bottle caps/ gold cross/ a spoon/ soldier’s
brassy button/ a child’s ring/ pocket knife/ harmonica.” What, for you, is the significance of finding other people’s
belongings, trinkets, and trash? How does the speaker of this poem feel about the area based on these findings?
JKS: This speaks to the poet’s inclination to scavenge, I think. The life of what is discarded makes a kind of
everyday archeology; to consider what is let-go in its singularity is not always so interesting, but in concert, the
items start to cohere, suggest a purposefulness. I find I am much more open to this “particulate excavation” when
I am in a new environment, every odd bone and buckle entering the field of vision, my senses attuned by newness.
The list from the poem here is that wanderer’s composite of Arcata, like clues that lead to no treasure but form
a kind of knowing, scavenger hunt with no end point. Like “The Listeners,” this poem is about obsolescence as
the speaker happens upon an old beloved rail line, “The Arcata and Mad River” or affectionately called by locals,
“The Annie and Mary.” The abandoned railroad is its own graveyard, receding beneath a sea of wildflowers and
dry grasses. Suddenly the scale of what is no longer deemed useful greatly expands, the tracks returned to like
pilgrimage as evidenced in a certain stretch where there are dozens of objects nailed down along the railroad
tines. I think what struck me here was how intentional the act of nailing these objects was, not a singular one,
but a cascade of small acts over time, each object chosen to represent the life aboard, and so the whole becomes a
kind of group-made museum, a progressive sculpture in memoriam. I remember being particularly moved by the
idea of someone deciding to nail the first object down, whatever it was, and for the next person to come upon this
and choose to repeat and so forth, the nailing down both an anonymous conversation and emphatic agreement to
remain tethered to the line. Questions entered that afternoon that continue to resonate for me: How do we depart
from the mechanisms of departure? How do we collectively let go of parts of our culture that have defined a community? In tracing the decline of the railroad, these questions also allowed the poem to mirror the deterioration
of my grandfather’s mind.
LH: What is the inspiration behind your “How To” poems?
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JKS: I regard the “how to” poems as self-interrogation, a set of instructions meant to dialogue with the inner state
in flux. Many of the how-to poems in the book arose from a precipice, a hinge-point seeking a shift. For instance,
I see the game of waiting as coming more out of stasis, and living on bread and music and making armor coming
more from a state of friction. “How to Make a Game of Waiting,” is, in a sense, instructions for the mind-state of
many poems in the book. Sometimes the human experience involves living with and through questions that cannot
be easily resolved. The answer this poem arrives at, if there is one at all, is to endure the dailiness of that struggle
by whatever creative resources one can muster, to continue to ask in all our defeat and brokenness. This poem
could certainly be read differently by a reader who casts a new light on it, but it has an earnest intention behind it.
The directive of this series of poems introduced an authority to my voice that led me into some new territory and
allowed me to access my imagination from an oddly tilted vantage point. It allowed the poem itself to contain the
central intelligence and for myself to be the student.
LH: “Song for a White Balloon” is the last poem in How to Live on Bread and Music: “on the night of her birthday/ a woman dreams of a thousand/ white balloons pouring/ from the curtains of the sea.” You have a tradition
of writing a poem on each of your birthdays. When did this tradition begin? What about the passing of a year of
your life propels you to write a poem?
JKS: The simple answers—that the day where a poem comes is the best sort of day, so this is, in large part, selfgift, and also the way in which birthdays bring about an inevitable kind of “taking stock.” Perhaps this latter
reason is why this tradition began in my 30’s as I was becoming a little more aware of age. I’m the kind of person
who only has to do something pleasurable once or twice to create a kind of history around it (eager to refer to always doing this or that when I’ve only done it a few times, that zealous always less reverie and more the intended
tradition I’ve flung out into the future). I might also add that seasonally my birthday—late autumn, Halloween,
Day of the Dead—is the most auspicious time of year for me, the time when I feel most at home in the world,
when I am especially hungry for inquiry. The first time I set aside part of the day to write a poem at birthday
31, I noticed a markedly different kind of presence—maybe simply a heightened assertion to be present so as to
not blur the day by—but I have since noticed a different clarity there on that day each year even if the only card
received is the auto-generated card from my dentist or I have no voice, as I often have laryngitis on my birthday,
my body’s response to the late fall’s shift into cold. The birthday is its own centerpoint where the past and future
are laid out in a way that is oddly graspable. The birthday poems do not always overwhelm in their “birthdayness”
and they’re not always keepers, though that is not really the point, but something interesting always arrives. How
to Live on Bread and Music has three, and the next manuscript-in-process has four, I think. Now I don’t want to
miss whatever totem the world, my subconscious, might be passing off to me that I can gather in and carry forward. Perhaps someday I’ll lay them out and put together “The Birthday Poems.”
LH: Tell us about some of your inspirations behind the poems that make up “Still Life with Egg.” Is there a name
for this kind of form? Aperçus has ten of them…where can readers find the others?
JKS: The long-poem in its entirety is a variation on a heroic sonnet crown—a series of fourteen linked sonnets
such that the whole is its own “expanded sonnet.” That is where the writing landed but it’s certainly not what I set
out to do. I was led in quietly, a fragmented nudge into egg as both artist and art object. Then came nest, clock,
hollow, return, thought, source. After each one, it wasn’t done with me. This was one of the most harmonious
memories I have of writing, calmly sitting with a week off and nowhere to go thinking, well then I will write another, which is to say it was much more like listening, and that is how I know I am really in. First I realized I had
written a series of twelve which was cute, my little dozen, but then there was another and finally one more. They
were all about the same brief length, and I began working with form as I revised, and a loose kind of sonnet-shape/
sense emerged and then as a whole, “the crown.” The piece ended up being personally prophetic—what was the
fascination with eggs?—when the struggle to conceive one viable egg of my own was waiting for me five years in
the future. I feel as if I have been having the egg dialogue both consciously and unconsciously during my entire
fourth decade. Others in the series have appeared in Subtropics, Spillway (as “Variation on Source”), Jet Fuel
Review (as “The Rehearsal”), and Ping-Pong (as “Equinox”).
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LH: What projects are you working on now? In this new year of 2013, with all of the things that vie for our attention, how will you personally carve a space for poetry?
JKS: I am just finishing a third manuscript of poems and hoping to find the right home for it, and I am revising a
memoir that I wrote a few years back. The most important part of carving a space for poetry is staying attentive
period because the modern condition is pretty much a tsunami of distraction. As the mother of a toddler, I am everhungry to write, and I actually love the way time has shifted from what used to be hours languishing over poems
to the feast of a half-hour where the generation is urgent and all-at-once. I have learned to write poems in cracks,
how to steal fragments and sometimes write lines rather than poems which is for me a curious way to compose
and also useful in allowing my narrative to be a little less filled in and fleshed out. I am much less ceremonious
about process now. I write a lot pulled over in the car if I can’t get Liam to sleep any other way. But with whatever
constraints and pressures we have, the approach must stay playful, fresh. I recently wrote a series of poems by
grabbing one of the many pieces of random crap in my car and using its words as an entry point (high school mix
tape, old hiking map to a place I no longer live near). For me, this is the era of enjoying the “room of one’s own”
when it is available but also recognizing that it may not be all that available and that the “kitchen table approach”
(allowing writing to happen meanwhile and amidst the racket and boom) is okay too.
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Spotlight Artist:
Peter Bohler
Peter Bohler has shot projects all over the world--from the mud pits
of Polish Woodstock to 17,000 foot passes in Nepal to 117 degree heat
in Lake Havasu, Arizona. Peter grew up in rural New Jersey, where
his Swiss-American parents raised sheep and made pottery. He went
on to assist for photographers such as Cass Bird, Greg Miller, Nina
Berman, and Jason Nocito. He’s happiest exploring strange gatherings
and remote places with his camera. In his free time, he likes climbing
mountains, skiing, and cooking. He is based in Los Angeles. His pictures have won numerous awards, including the Swiss Photo Award
and a SPD Gold Medal Award.

LH: You call your photo series “stories.” As a writer, I am interested in the concept of a wordless story. Can you
talk about why calling a particular series a “story” feels right for you? What, in your experience, can a photographic story offer that a written one cannot?
PB: Viewing my projects as stories was a big breakthrough for me, and it really catalyzed my photographic process. Most of my recent work has started with the story—some event or community that I thought was fascinating
and that I wanted to experience and document.
If you look at any great picture, it’s the ideas behind it that makes it powerful. In my documentary stories, I’m
interested in how the images build on one another and strengthen one another, and in how different pictures come
together to tell the story.
I think photographic stories are more visceral than written stories, and also more open ended. They raise a whole
constellation of ideas in the viewer’s mind, without necessarily offering a clear interpretation.
JM: I think that some of the greatest literature follows a similar trajectory as photography. Writers and photographers must choose with great intention what to include and exclude from a story. As a photographer, how do you
decide what is “photo worthy”?
PB: It’s hard to explain why a particular moment catches my eye and begs to be photographed. It is somewhat
akin to attraction, especially when I’m photographing people. I definitely feel like I’m hitting on people when I
walk up to them and ask to take their portrait. I think it’s very interesting to go back and look at my work, because
essentially it becomes a psychological portrait of myself and my interests and desires. Of course, this rarely manifests itself in a literal way—it’s more about my relationship to the people and their interaction with each other
than being really into, say, Furries.
Photography can happen in a very unconscious way or in a very conscious way. Sometimes, after that initial spark
of interest in a subject, I work on a photograph in a very logical way: deciding what the picture is about, and then
looking at each element in the frame and deciding if its inclusion strengthens the idea or not. I’ve always liked
that way of working, because at the end of it I feel like I’ve done something concrete. It’s like building a house.
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LH: Tell us a little about what goes through your
mind while photographing groups of people. Do
you find that it is difficult to capture a candid shot—
meaning, do people often change their expressions
when they know you are there with your camera?
Some of my favorite group photos are from the story “Zurich Street Parade”—especially the photos
where only one or two people notice the camera,
and their acute awareness makes them stand out
from the group.
PB: I think gaining access is one of the most important and challenging parts of shooting the kinds
of stories I do. It's something I think about a lot.
Normally, I will spend some time with a group or a
community before I really start shooting, so I can get to know them and they can begin to trust me. Once I start shooting, I spend a lot of time, and take a lot of pictures, and people eventually forget about me.
The Zurich Street Parade didn't work like that at all. There was no way to form that kind of connection with people and
still cover the event, and it was loud and chaotic. I relied on just being fast—trying to get the shot before anyone noticed
me. But in the end, there were a lot of moments where people noticed the camera, and I really like some of them. Sometimes the way people present themselves to the camera can be as telling as a candid, personal moment.
It is amazing to me how aware of cameras people are today. I think I've noticed a huge difference even in the last few
years. So much of what people do for fun is photographing themselves and each other, and everyone is expecting to be
documented and attempting to control that image.
LH: In your story “Occupy Oakland,” which appeared in The New York Times Magazine, I am
amazed at the nearness to the protestors and police
officers, to the batons and shields and strained
faces, and that proximity does something to me
as a viewer. Were you as close to the people as it
appears in the photos? When documenting a story,
how do you decide whether to pull back and take
in the larger scene or get as close as possible? What,
in your opinion, are the emotional and esthetic differences between the two distances?
PB: Yes, I was very close when I shot the Occupy
Oakland story. I always try to get as close as possible because I think it really helps you feel the
action in the photographs. In that story, I really
wanted to show the collision, literally and figuratively, between the two groups. Although actually, there was so much
press there that there were three groups: protestors and police and photographers. I was always jostling for position
with the other photographers.
I always try to shoot both farther back and close up when I'm shooting a story—it's part of a mental checklist of perspectives I try to work through when I'm shooting. A wide shot and a tight shot do different things, but I think both
are valuable for the kinds of gatherings I like to shoot—the wide shot gives you perspective on this mass of people,
and the closer pictures show you the personal interactions that comprise the mass.
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Usually, though, one perspective will emerge as more powerful while I’m shooting. Occasionally I’ll have a very
clear idea about how something should be approached. The mud pits at Woodstock Poland are a good example.
Here is this intimate, visceral experience, and everyone has always shot it from far away. It’s clear that people were
just worried about their cameras. I wanted to get as close as possible.
JM: In an age of increasingly diminished attention spans and the wholesale depreciation of delayed forms of gratification, what role(s) can photography play in shaping our ideas about aesthetics and art?
PB: I don’t think photography is separate from all of that—it’s actually the ultimate instant-gratification art form.
I think the immediacy and accessibility of photography makes it a very powerful reflection of society. Pictures
become a very powerful record of a time, and layers of significance are added to a photograph as history gives
perspective to what we see. I think this makes it hard for photography to shape art, however. It’s hard for photographs to be timeless.
JM: As a professional photographer working for national publications, are your duties relatively conscripted?
Do the requirements of a given assignment ever get in the way of a subject or style of photographing you would
rather be pursuing?
PB: It's definitely hard to find a balance between assignment work and personal work. But ideally, the two feed
each other—assignments can give me access to situations I'd
never be able to photograph otherwise, and hopefully I'm
being hired for subjects and shoots that relate to my personal work. Sometimes an assignment can even turn into a
larger project.
LH: Do you mind sharing with us about the projects you are
currently working on? Any big travel plans on the horizon?
Do you ever take a break from photographing?
PB: I'm always looking for new gatherings and subcultures
to shoot. Someday I see this forming into a larger body
of work about gatherings, with each gathering a separate
chapter. I'm planning on spending a month this summer in
Switzerland with my family that lives over there. Spending
time there is a huge break for me, but from the business side
of things. Last year I shot some of my best work in Switzerland, and it gave me a chance to just head out and explore
with my camera.

You can view more of Peter Bohler’s stories at www.peterbohler.com
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Boyd W. Benson currently lives in Everett, WA. He has worked as a cook, a semi-professional
musician, a janitor, a delivery driver, a bum, an instructor of English, and a host of other jobs. He
is currently writing a collection of essays. In 2007, his twenty-poem manuscript, The Owl’s Ears,
was included in Volume 1 of the LOST HORSE PRESS NEW POETS SERIES: NEW POETS|
SHORT BOOKS, edited by Marvin Bell. A recipient of a 2009 Lohmann Poetry Prize, Benson’s
poems have appeared in Aperçus Quarterly, The Iowa Review, Ascent, Free Lunch, and other
publications and anthologies.
Peter Bohler has shot projects all over the world--from the mud pits of Polish Woodstock to
17,000 foot passes in Nepal to 117 degree heat in Lake Havasu, Arizona. Peter grew up in rural
New Jersey, where his Swiss-American parents raised sheep and made pottery. He went on to
assist for photographers such as Cass Bird, Greg Miller, Nina Berman, and Jason Nocito. He’s
happiest exploring strange gatherings and remote places with his camera. In his free time, he likes
climbing mountains, skiing, and cooking. He is based in Los Angeles. His pictures have won numerous awards, including the Swiss Photo Award and a SPD Gold Medal Award.
Alison Eastley lives in a small industrial town in Tasmania, Australia. She is not missing her
cross-dressing ex-boyfriend and has moved on to a surgically-enhanced transsexual. In between
answering drunken phone-calls at 3 am and receiving important awards for placing her bottom on
a chair in a university room, she manages to find contentment writing poems.
Ariel L Gold: Born in Grosse Pointe, Michigan to an editorial cartoonist, Bill Day, and writer,
Maria Leonhauser, Ariel was destined to be creative. Art wasn’t ever something to strive for; it
was an integral part of everyday life. After graduating from Cranbrook Kingswood Schools in
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, where creativity is embraced, Ariel used college as a way to explore
the country attending schools in Boston, MA.; Ann Arbor, MI; Memphis, TN, and finally reaching
the West Coast to study at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco, CA.
Ariel’s artistic process allows the paint to move organically, manipulating it until it inspires what
will become the end result. Primarily painting with acrylic house paint allows for easy incorporation of a client’s current color pallet into the work, often using the “discarded” paint left over
from other rooms in the house. Ariel primarily works by commission, customizing pieces for her
clients’ homes based on size, lighting and the overall “feel” that the client wants to achieve with
the work. In addition to painting, Ariel also creates both abstract and geometric sculptures out of
steel.
One of her non-commissioned projects, The City Collection, is currently available at Sublime Salon in San Francisco, CA. This collection was designed with the salon in mind and should convey
a story inspired by San Francisco’s ubiquitous fog.
For more information about this collection or to see additional works visit www.arielgoldart.com.
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Peycho Kanev is the Editor-In-Chief of Kanev Books. His poetry collection Bone Silence was
released in September 2010 by Desperanto. A new collection of his poetry, titled Requiem for One
Night, will be published by SixteenFourteen in 2013. His poems have appeared in more than 900
literary magazines, such as: Poetry Quarterly, Evergreen Review, Hawaii Review, Cordite Poetry
Review, Sheepshead Review, The Coachella Review, Two Thirds North, Sierra Nevada Review,
The Cleveland Review, and many others. Peycho Kanev has won several European awards for his
poetry and he’s nominated for the Pushcart Award and Best of the Net.
John Morrison’s book, Heaven of the Moment, won the 2006 Rhea & Seymour Gorsline Poetry
Competition and was a finalist for the 2008 Oregon Book Award in poetry. He teaches poetry as
an associate fellow at the Attic Institute in Portland, Oregon.
Charlotte O’Brien was born and raised in England until the age of twelve. She earned her BA
in Australia at Griffith University, and has completed her MFA with a concentration in Poetry
and nonfiction at Pacific University, Oregon. Charlotte now resides in San Francisco with her
family. She is the poetry editor for Spilt Infinitive, Digital Literary Magazine. Her poetry has appeared in journals such as The Southern Californian Anthology, Cider Press Review, LA Melange
and Beyond The Valley Of The Contemporary Poets Anthology.
Ralph Pennel’s writing has appeared or is forthcoming in Rope, The Cape Rock, Open to Interpretation, Ibbetson Street, Wilderness House Literary Review, The Smoking Poet, Unbound Press,
Monologues From the Road, Waterhouse Review, Right Hand Pointing, and various other journals. He has also published reviews with Cervena Barva Press and Rain Taxi Review of Books.
Ralph teaches literature at Bunker Hill Community College in Boston, Massachusetts, and is the
fiction editor for Midway Journal, an online journal published out of St. Paul, Minnesota.
Jennifer K. Sweeney’s second poetry collection, How to Live on Bread and Music, received the
James Laughlin Award from the Academy of America Poets, the Perugia Press Prize and was
later nominated for the Poets’ Prize. Her first book, Salt Memory, won the Main Street Rag Poetry
Award. She is the recipient of a Pushcart Prize, the Elinor Benedict Poetry Award from Passages
North and two Dorothy Sargent Rosenberg awards. Her poems have been translated into Turkish
and published widely in literary journals including American Poetry Review and Poetry Daily.
She lives in Redlands, CA with her husband, poet Chad Sweeney and their son, Liam.
Ryan Tullis is the author of the novel Taralisu. His poetry has received the Dr. Stephen Caldwell
Wright Poetry Prize and appeared in Revelry. He has worked for The Florida Review and is seeking an MFA in poetry from Pacific University. Ryan and his wife Amanda live in Dayton, Ohio,
where they enjoy spending their time hiking.
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